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A SPRING IN OUR STEP

BY KERRY GLEESON (PRESIDENT, THE NATURE OF THINGS)
Spring is officially here and the weather throughout March has been
unseasonably delightful, providing myriad opportunities for all ages to get
out and about on campus. Maple tapping began in mid-March and we saw
a banner season pass by in two short weeks! The Academy students
actively participated in the process and the early childhood classes got to
witness the cooking in action. All were given the opportunity to try some of
our very own syrup with their pancakes at lunch on this past Monday. In
other spring news, we are looking forward to hosting a community cleanup event for our wooded trails, as well as Earth Week celebrations.
In the spirit of this season of new beginnings, we are thrilled to
announce that staff began undergoing COVID-19 vaccination at the end of
March. With news that vaccine eligibility is on track to be opening up to all
adults in NH and MA by the end of May, we are beginning to see the
potential for life everywhere beginning to return to a more "normal" state.
The road to change proves to be long, however, so we remain appreciative
of our community's continued respect of our policies. As always, keep an
eye out for our regular communications regarding updates. In the
meantime, we wish all a happy month of April showers... and sunshine!

'TIS THE SEASON FOR TICKS AND SUN! Reference our
FAQ Cheat Sheet for how to best protect your child. Even
better, print it out and post it somewhere handy in your
home!
OUTDOOR PREPAREDNESS CHEAT SHEET>>

CAMP WEEKS ARE FILLING UP!
Click on a camp option to learn more:

FARM, Field, &
Forest CAMP
1

CAMPUS UPDATES
SPECIAL EVENTS &
SPIRIT DAYS

ACADEMIC CALENDAR
(2ND NATURE ACADEMY)

APRIL FOOLS' DAY
Thursday, April 1

RAMADAN BEGINS
Monday, March 12

HIGH SCHOOL MIDTERM
Thursday, April 1

EASTER
Sunday, April 4

EARTH DAY
Thursday, April 22

SPRING BREAK
Monday, April 26-30

EARLY RELEASE
Wednesday, April 14

wear green & Blue DAY

COMMUNITY
CLEAN-UP

SATURDAY, APRIL 17
9AM-12PM

Now that the weather is improving, we are
organizing a community clean up to remove
debris from our wooded trails! Our friends at the
Dunstable Rural Land Trust recently underwent
extensive forest management, which will benefit
our school community through providing safer
access. We will be sharing more information for
this event with families in the coming days.

SPRING SPIRIT
WEEK
APRIL 19-23
The high school is coordinating fun, COVID-safe
spring
and
Earth
Day-themed
activities
throughout the week! We are most excited to
conduct our annual Water Walk, which we were
unable to do during the fall.

EARTH DAY WATER WALK
THURSDAY, APRIL 22

STAFF FEATURE: KRISTEN LAVOIE
INFANT TEACHER
NATURE'S PATHWAYS AT 2ND NATURE ACADEMY

Kristen first joined the 2nd Nature Academy family in 2011. After taking a break to
focus on raising her own kids, she rejoined us in 2015 and has been here since.
There is much to be said about the importance of Kristen's unique role at Nature's
Pathways, being the first individual to welcome many of our new families to the
center and encourage each child's development in the most critical period. Typically
the first face that any child entering the infant/toddler wing sees in the morning,
Kristen is a warm and familiar presence; having known so many of these kiddos
since they were infants, they feel immediately at ease and she makes that important
transition from home to school seamless. Each team member brings a unique set of
sKrengths to risten's do not take long to appreciate. A fantastic communicator who
strengths to the table and Kristen's do not take long to appreciate. A fantastic communicator who isn't afraid to
isn't afraid to speak candidly about her own experiences as a parent of three,
speak candidly about her own experiences as a parent of three, Kristen has always taken the time to make personal
Kristen has always taken the time to make personal connections with families and
connections with families and make them feel secure when leaving their new babies in her care. Case in point, she
make them feel secure secure when leaving their new babies in her care. Case in
recognized how the pandemic threatened to make it more difficult to achieve this sense of assurance and went out
point, she recognized how pandemic threatnnedthreatened to make it more ing,
of her way to offer phone calls to parents of new babies to discuss their children's unique developmental arcs. In
Kris a warm smile and is a familiar face for a majority of these kiddos, having
this way, and so many more, Kristen's authentic zeal for working with each child and recognizing their individual
welcomed them to our center as infants.
needs shines through daily. Her work extends far beyond basic care, as she is constantly and actively nurturing
developmental growth in each child; with each milestone attained, she shares in your family's joy. Kristen is a
constant reminder that working in early childhood education can often feel thankless in our society, but for those
with a true passion for it, the rewards are innumerable.
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2ND NATURE ACADEMY
Spring Has Sprung with a Renewed Commitment to Community
BY KAITLIN QUINN-STEARNS, DEPUTY HEAD OF SCHOOL & MEGHAN AYER, HEAD OF SCHOOL

Spring is here and, with it, a renewed commitment to our 2nd Nature Academy community. This month, we will be reintroducing one
of our favorite service learning projects, 2nd Nature Academy's annual Water Walk. This year, the event will take place on Earth Day
to raise awareness for those who do not have access to clean water, both in our own country and around the world. The Water Walk
has historically been one of our favorites over the years and we are looking forward to hosting a COVID-19 safe version. In addition
to the Water Walk, our high school students are coordinating a Spring Spirit Week to celebrate Earth Day, spring, and connection
with our overall school community.
As the weather improves and we spend more time outside, we are all looking forward to exploring and utilizing the natural
environment around us. We are excited for trips to the vernal pools, nature walks, searching for signs of spring, trail hikes, and
soaking up some Vitamin D! We are feeling inspired and rejuvenated with spring's arrival and are looking forward to bright days
ahead!

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

SUBMITTED BY: ELIZABETH SWETT (KINDERGARTEN), KARLA VASQUEZ (LOWER
ELEMENTARY), AND BERNADETTE CHICCINO (UPPER ELEMENTARY), MARIONA OCA JORDAN

EXCERPTS FROM
KINDERGARTEN FIELD GUIDES

(SPANISH)

In kindergarten, we are continuing our study of local NH animals. After
looking and exploring with the animal pelts, borrowed from NH Fish and
Game, we decided on 7 animals that we wanted to learn more about. We are
creating animal guide books where we are working on sentence writing and
encoding words. We are also identifying what type of gait each animal has. It
has been fun watching videos about NH animals and learning more about
their diet, daily life, and adaptations! In Mandarin, we are working on how to
compare items by size and height. We are learning how to express likes and
dislikes through discussions about four seasons.
In lower elementary, we are working on telling time on both analog and
digital clocks. We are also continuing with our NH animal study. We are
creating our own animal guide books! Meanwhile, we are hard at work
learning how to read and write in Spanish. Read more on this process below
in "Multilingual Musings."
In upper elementary, we are working in literature circle groups to read
and discuss different novels (check out our current titles in our Book Nook!).
We are working together to explore the themes and concepts presented in
the books more independently. These novels also incorporate multiple
narrators which builds on our yearlong theme of exploring perspective.

"A deer rubs their antler on trees."

"A rabbit has big feet."

MULTILINGUAL MUSINGS
You may be thinking, "Isn't it
confusing to learn how to read
in
a
second
language?"
Actually,
once
you
have
learned how to read in your
native language, your brain is
already trained to read in any
language!
In fact, Spanish is considered easier to read than English, because it
is more phonetic. In other words, you read by sound. English has many
tricky words with silent letters, such as "chocolate" or "comfortable,"
and several homophones (similar sounding words with different
meanings), such as "you're" and "your," that routinely trip up native
adult speakers! In contrast, Spanish is much more consistent, with
vowels always (and consonants almost always) pronounced in the same
way! Grammar, however, is a whole other story...
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"Straight walker"

"New Hampshire animals"
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2ND NATURE ACADEMY
MIDDLE SCHOOL

SUBMITTED BY: ALI PEARSON (LOWER MIDDLE SCHOOL), BERNADETTE CHICCINO

REFRÁN DEL MES

(LOWER MIDDLE SCHOOL ELA), MARIONA OCA (SPANISH), AND MEGHAN AYER (UPPER
MIDDLE SCHOOL), NINI WU (MATHEMATICS AND MANDARIN)

(IDIOM OF THE MONTH)

In middle school geology, we are continuing our work on rock studies.
Through a hands-on rock lab, we have been looking at a variety of

SUBMITTED BY: MARIONA OCA JORDAN (SPANISH LANGUAGE TEACHER)

samples, making careful observational drawings, using scientific language
to describe them, making predictions, and using dichotomous keys to
identify them. It has been great to hear our students using the knowledge
they have gained so far, along with deductive reasoning, to work out
which rock type each sample is. They are becoming quite the expert

Martes 13 ni te cas es
ni te embarqu es.

On Tuesday the
13th, don't marry
or go on a boat.

petrologists!
In upper middle school language arts, we have just begun our
book club unit. We have enjoyed working in our teams to assign jobs,
pace out our reading schedules, and work together to dig deep into our
texts. We are excited to read graphic novels for this unit (check out our
Book Nook for titles!).
In Mandarin, we discussed the season changes, including time, color,
and temperature changes, and learned about different occupations,
expressing what we want to do for a living when we grow up. In honor of
Women's History Month, we participated in a series of projects and
worked in groups to study famous Chinese women throughout history.
More on this below!

April 13th falls on a Tuesday this year. In Spain, if you are
superstitious, Tuesday the 13th is not a good day to start a
new project. Do you have an unlucky day in your culture?

In upper middle school math, we are working on different concepts,
including factorization, how to find square and cube roots, algebraic
expressions on collecting like terms and factoring, inequalities, and
discount and tax. We delved into geometry when we learned about the
different kinds of angles, with an introduction to triangles and
quadrilateral shapes.

Middle school rock labs in action

Women's History Month: 7 Famous Chinese Historical Figures
武則天（Wǔ Zétiān) - China’s first female emperor, of the Zhou Dynasty
李清照 (Lǐ Qīngzhào) - famous female poet from the Song Dynasty
屠呦呦 (Tú Yōuyōu) - the first female Nobel Prize winner in medicine
秋瑾 (Qiū Jǐn) - a famzous Chinese revolutionary and feminist who fought against the
Qing Dynasty

慈禧太后（Cí xǐ Tài hòu, a.k.a. Empress Dowager Cixi) - one of the most powerful
female figures in Chinese history, of the late Qing Dynasty

西施 (Xī Shī) - a very famous female spy in ancient China
宋美龄 (Sòng Měi líng, a.k.a. Soong Meiling) - former First Lady of the Republic of

China and important figure during World War II

STUDENT PODCAST CHALLENGE
The middle school students have finalized their submissions to NPR's Student Podcast
Challenge. Click on the buttons to listen to what the three teams produced!

PROS & CONS OF
ONLINE VS. IN SCHOOL
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PIXAR'S TOP TEN

AN INTRODUCTION TO
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS
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2ND NATURE ACADEMY
HIGH SCHOOL

SUBMITTED BY: BEN HAYNIE (CHEMISTRY), LONG LAOSHI (SERENA CHEN)
(MANDARIN), NINI WU (MATHEMATICS AND MANDARIN), AND KAITLIN QUINNSTEARNS (HUMANITIES)

Hand-built hydroponics
system

BOOK NOOK
WHAT WE'RE READING
KINDERGARTEN
Jabari Jumps by Gaia Cornwall
LOWER ELEMENTARY
The Invisible Boy by Trudy Ludwig
UPPER ELEMENTARY
Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing by Judy Blume
Wild River by P.J. Petersen
A Series of Unfortunate Events: The Bad Beginning by Lemony
Snicket (a.k.a. Daniel Handler)
Nature Girl by Jane Kelley
LOWER MIDDLE
Wonder by R. J. Palacio
Because of Mr. Terupt by Rob Buyea

In chemistry, our hydroponics system is set up and running smoothly!
We're ready to report our initial findings, comparing our homemade
nutrient mixes to a commercial solution. A design flaw in material
choice led to a discovery on the importance of density and buoyancy.
We've also discovered the difficulty of algae control in a plant-safe
system, considering algae are plants as well! With our system stable,
our next step is to pick another set of experimental variables to
explore, along with using our system as a model for environmental
water systems. We'll be finishing the year with a course of lab
experiments, covering topics such as: acid/base transitions, density and
miscibility, hydration of salts, spectral identification, calculating
empirical formulas, electrolysis of water, and electroplating metals.
In Mandarin, we have been studying Hua Mulan, a legendary
woman in Chinese history, in order to coincide with Women’s History
Month. This time, the content is based on the story of Hua Mulan, who
served in the army on behalf of her father, received training and, when
the mission was completed, returned to her hometown and a more
traditional life as a Chinese woman. This story illustrates the highest
forms of morality in Chinese culture:
(zhōng), or loyalty,
(xiào), or

勇

忠

孝

filial piety, and
(yǒng), or bravery.
In humanities, we are concluding our most recent novel study,
Things Fall Apart. This is part of a larger study on imperialism and global
influence, as well as representation and decolonization. We are also
focused on cross-representation in literature and media. We will be
conducting character analysis of the tragic hero in both Things Fall
Apart and the Marvel film, Black Panther, as well as analyzing PanAfricanism within the latter. We will be rounding out the year with a
focus on the overarching question, "Is history a history of progress?"
and the literary device, allegory.
In mathematics, we wrapped up exponential function and
logarithmic function and rounded out the month with a review of some
basic geometry. In April, we are moving into work on trigonometric
function!

Hello, Universe by Erin Entrada Kelly
UPPER MIDDLE
Stargazing by Jen Wang
El Deafo by Cece Bell
New Kid by Jerry Craft
HIGH SCHOOL COMING SOON, A LESSON ON ALLEGORY:
Animal Farm by George Orwell
Terrible Things by Eve Bunting

CAMPUSWIDE
HIGH
SCHOOL
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High School Chemistry:
We observed how much energy is
stored in the bonds of rust with a
thermite reaction, producing a
shower of sparks (above) and a
puddle of molten iron (right).
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NATURE'S PATHWAYS AT 2ND NATURE ACADEMY
THE MEANING BEHIND THE MOMENT:
OUTDOOR LEARNING
JILLIAN TOWNE, DIRECTOR OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

As Nature's Pathways families know, our teachers share snapshots of special moments on Class Dojo throughout each week to
provide windows into your children's days. Now that spring weather is here and we're spending more time outdoors across all
ages, you'll surely have noticed more posts of experiences that feel fresh and novel after a winter season! However, a precious
moment and a quick synopsis shared doesn't always convey the full impact of an educational experience or explain the
development going on behind the scenes. Therefore, we want to shine a little more light on the many wonderful early childhood
experiences we've shared in March!

SWEET AS SYRUP

Where does our food come from? Sometimes, our own backyard! We had a fantastic maple season on campus this year and our
school's founder, Debbie Gleeson, enthusiastically shared that process with all ages. What may appear, on the surface, as
merely a fun activity is actually an arsenal of lessons for kids. Understanding where our food comes from (because it doesn't
just appear at the grocery store!) arms children with incredible knowledge for the rest of their lives. Children gain a more
nuanced understanding of nutrition, learn how to make healthy choices, are inspired to try more new foods, and challenged to
hone critical thinking skills when interacting with food sources and production (read more). Plus, they just have fun! In this day
and age, there's the added benefit of learning vital lessons about climate impact and how our personal choices can contribute
both positively and negatively in a way that is approachable, not too frightening, and digestible (pun 100% intended) (read
more). And, as it turns out, the rewards of hard work can be a pretty sweet treat. That, in itself, is an important lesson too.

FEATHER & FUR

Sure, animals can be pretty adorable, especially the baby variety! We were fortunate to meet our newest farm friend, Chuck the
calf, this past month. However, humane education goes so much deeper than an opportunity for a sweet photo. Since we follow
an emergent curriculum at Nature's Pathways (more on this topic on the next page), it is perfect to have access to so many
animal friends on campus. Children are naturally drawn to animals and enthusiastic when learning about them. Our teachers
witness firsthand the delights and the impact of these humane education moments. Through interactions with animals,
compassion for all beings is fostered and it starts at the earliest ages. As cited by NJEA, "In a study conducted by the Humane
Society of the United States, it was noted virtually all (99.3 percent) of children ages 3 to 13 desired to have pets. You can tap
into this innate love of animals to enhance students’ interest in any lesson."

CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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NATURE'S PATHWAYS AT 2ND NATURE ACADEMY
RAIN OR SHINE

We put a great deal of emphasis on outdoor play and learning at 2nd Nature Academy... in all kinds of weather! One of our
favorite mantras on campus is the Scandinavian saying, "There's no such thing as bad weather, only bad clothes." Humans are
designed to be outdoors and optimal child development is heavily reliant on play in nature. We were inspired by the incredible
weather we experienced in March and witnessed every age sprawling and exploring across campus almost, if not, every day of
the month. We could go on and on about what developmental achievements are being met in outdoor play, but it turns out we
already have! If you haven't yet, we encourage you to read our Nature's Pathways piece, "A Welcome Reprieve," in the February
newsletter to learn more about the importance of outdoor play.

HOW DOES YOUR GARDEN GROW?

How does that classic childhood rhyme go again? "Oh, Mary, Mary, quite contrary, how does your garden grow? With fine motor
skills, gross motor skills, and sensory stimulation all in a row!" Okay, so maybe our rhythm could use a little work, but we think
this version tells a much prettier picture! March saw us foraying into some indoor planting at Nature's Pathways (both faux and
real), as we prepare to turn our attention to our playground garden boxes next (see the photo on the right for a window into
seasons' past). In addition to the aforementioned skills, gardening can promote literacy skills, provide room for bonding with
children, and encourage cognitive development. It seems rather apt that the literal process of growing a garden helps to grow
the proverbial one in the minds of children. We recommend this excellent article from Michigan State University to learn more
about the benefits of gardening with your children.

Did you know?
AT NATURE'S PATHWAYS, WE FOLLOW AN EMERGENT CURRICULUM. Emergent curriculum is all about
following child interest and inquiry. Our teachers intentionally plan activities, projects, and the overall learning
environment based on the specific group of children that they are working with. Classroom observations, reflective
practice, and ongoing adjustments further tailor the learning environment. Emergent curriculum is highly
recommended by NAEYC, the foremost authority on early childhood education in the United States.
Emergent curriculum at Nature's Pathways builds the foundation for inquiry and project-based learning at 2nd
Nature Academy Elementary, Middle, & High School. This student-centered model involves acquiring deeper
knowledge through active exploration of real-world challenges, best preparing students for life beyond the
classroom.
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SCHOOL
LUNCH
Campus Café & Bakery

APRIL PRE-ORDERS

CAKE OF THE MONTH: CARROT
Carrot cake with cream cheese frosting and toasted
coconut (contains nuts)
ALSO AVAILABLE:
Spring garden cookie box
Pastel M&M chocolate cookies
Bird's nest cupcakes
All pre-orders must be placed at least
one week in advance.

ORDERS

FRIDAY NIGHT
"FAMILY-STYLE"
DINNERS

INTERESTED IN PERIODIC CAFE UPDATES?
JOIN THE MESSAGING GROUP!

DINNER-TO-GO
APRIL 5-9

M
T
W
Th
F

4/5
4/6
4/7
4/8
4/9

Carrot and ginger bisque served with a crispy baguette
Baked cod, tangy pan sauce, lemon pearl cous cous, caramelized pearl onions
Claddagh Hill Farm beef chop suey with penne
Chicken enchiladas with Mexican-style rice
Pan roasted pork chop with port wine and cherry sauce, ginger-apple
chutney, mashed potato and Brussels sprouts

DINNER
ORDER
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